PowerChute VSL
[Slides with quotes on them before VO starts]
“The most important shot in golf is the next one.” – Ben Hogan
“To find a man’s true character, play golf with him.” – P.G. Wodehouse
“If you watch a game, it’s fun. If you play at it, it’s recreation. If you work at it, it’s
golf.” – Bob Hope
Driving the ball further and more accurately is something we try to improve upon
our entire playing lives. It’s why we spend hours on the driving range and 100s or
even 1000s of dollars on new clubs and lessons. But often without gaining a single
yard.
However, recently I made a discovery that can change that.
To show you what I mean, I’ve got a golf driving quiz for you today. During this quiz
I'm going to show you two images of a man driving off the tee. In one, he's using a
special secret to improve his power and technique. I want you to try and guess
which image this is. Are you ready?
Okay here is image number one. Here is image number two. Okay one more time.
image number one. image number two. I think you'll agree he looks like he’s hitting
the ball much harder and smoother in image two. Could you spot what he did?
What was his secret? This was also an improvement he gained with less than a
minute’s practice.
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In this video I'm going to share with you exactly what the secret is. And show you
how pro golfers and long drive champions use it to get 15 or even 20 more yards
on every drive. And here's the best part. You can use it yourself to gain immediate
improvements to your all round game.
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This is the single biggest secret I use with my coaching students who want to
improve their game literally overnight. It’s a sure fire way to make your drives more
powerful and accurate without spending a fortune on new clubs or even coaching
lessons. For the last year I’ve witnessed players of all levels take advantage of this
training technique to gain up to 20 yards on their drives and improve their all round
game. In fact, it works so well that some call it cheating.
However I want everyone to benefit from it and for it to no longer be a secret. So
I've created this presentation to share it with you so you can use it to dramatically
improve your game and shred points from your handicap.
My name is Tom Celone. I’m the Director of Core 5 Personal Training, a world
ranked professional power long drive golfer and a Championship wrestler. As an
NFPT certified personal trainer, I specialize in helping players to improve their
strength, flexibility and explosive power. Over the last few decades, I’ve helped
thousands of people reach their potential and enjoy the game, and what I’m about
to reveal in this video will help you rapidly become a better player too!
I’ve dedicated years of my entire adult life to helping people, including PGA
players, celebrities and prominent political figures throughout the world to improve
their game and reach their potential. And what I'm about to share with you today is
what I feel may be my biggest breakthrough in strength and flexibility coaching to
date.
Warning! Several of my fellow trainers are surprised I’ve released this video. They
wonder why I would reveal this incredible trick to near instant improvements in your
swing and all round game.
However I've decided to release this to the public for two reasons.
Number one  this is one of the single most effective ways for any player to
immediately improve their swing. And it is not expensive, compared to the
alternatives. I feel by sharing it; I can help thousands of players to feel more
confident every time they step up to the tee, and that’s what coaching is all about.
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Number two  I know that once you see just how well this swing training technique
works you'll want to share it with other players at your local course that are
struggling to gain 20 or just 10 yards on their drives. That’s why I've spent a fair
amount of my time putting this presentation together. So let's get started.
To begin with, I want to let you in on a coaching secret. You see what most players
don't realize is that the solution to hitting the ball further is not spending a fortune
on new clubs and lessons. Sure they can help. However, what will get you much
more dramatic results is improving the EXPLOSIVE POWER with which you hit the
ball.
Believe it or not, there is a way of improving your explosive power without having to
spend hour after hour on the driving range, upgrading your entire set of clubs or
spending a fortune on lessons. In fact, what I’m about to tell you can add 10, 15 or
even 20 yards on every drive within a few minutes of practicing it.
Ironically, working on improving explosive power is something most golfers neglect.
If you've done the same don't worry, it's not your fault. Most people never realize
the importance of having explosive power. However it's not too late, whatever
stage of your playing career you’re at.
So why is explosive power so important?
As any pro or long drive champion will tell you, explosive power is the single most
important requirement for hitting the ball further off the tee.
It sounds simple, yet gaining more explosive power is something players of all
levels can struggle with their entire playing lives. But unless you can improve the
speed and power with which you strike the ball, you will never be able to hit it
further, no matter how much you spend on new clubs or how many hours you
spend practicing on the driving range.
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Take another look at the images I showed you earlier. You can clearly see how
much harder he’s striking the ball in the second image even though he’s only hitting
it less than a minute after the previous one.
Now this is a technique I now teach to all of my students here at Superstition
Mountain and Las Sendas Golf Courses, and the results have been INCREDIBLE.
However, before I show you what this technique is, I just want to explain what
training mistakes you may have been making to improve your drives up to now.
And we’re all guilty of them, as up until recently they were really you’re only
options.
Maybe you’ve used swing training aids in the past to try and increase the power of
your drives? This includes weighted clubs and bags you attach to the end of the
club to create resistance. However most don't really work because they don’t apply
resistance consistently across the length of the club. Typically, the weight is
concentrated in the head, which means that any errors in your swing become more
pronounced and ruin your driving accuracy. Weighted clubs can put a lot of strain
on your back muscles too and risk an injury.
And that's why I'm so excited about this new invention. You see most swing
trainers are only half solutions. Because they only target half the problem. Power.
But in order to truly increase the distance of your drives, you have to go after the
other half the problem too. Accuracy.
Accuracy is very difficult to train on its own. I know from firsthand experience how
difficult it is to change the way in which you swing the club, particularly if you’ve
been playing for a few years. It’s tough changing the way you swing, no matter how
many balls you hit on the driving range or lessons you have.

That's why most resistance training aids dont work. Because they don’t help to
improve your swing accuracy as well as your power. Whoever designed them was
too focused on getting people to swing faster, which on its own can make your
accuracy even worse.
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You know it's funny even when you coach people every day, as I do, sometimes
you don't realize the importance of something until it hits home personally. And
that's exactly what happened to me. You see about a year ago a close friend from
way back called Ted called me up and asked if I could give him some coaching to
improve his drives
I have to admit I was surprised. Ted had always been a big hitter of the ball. He’d
never asked for my help with any area of his game before and out of the blue he
calls me to help improve one of the most important parts of the game  driving.
Ted was now aged 59, and had been playing golf for over 30 years. You’d think he
was past the stage of being interested in learning new techniques. But he insisted,
and told me how he’d been struggling nearly his entire career to drive long
distances consistently and accurately. He said it was holding him back from
improving the rest of his game and making a dent in his handicap.
“Is there anything you can do to help, Tom?” he said.
And so I kept a slot open in my calendar and invited Ted down to the fitness to see
what I could do.
About a week later Ted showed up and I got him taking some practice swings so I
could see where improvements could be made.
Immediately, I saw what he was talking about. He wasn’t swinging it as fast as I
knew he was capable of and he was pulling the club across slightly, which was a
recipe for smashing the ball into hazards every time he teed off.
He looked at me with a despairing look in his face and again asked if there was
anything I could do to help. And happily I said I had the perfect solution.
I then experienced one of those incredible moments as a coach when you make a
sudden breakthrough in someone’s game. Because what I did was ask Ted to
practice with the revolutionary new swing trainer I’ve been referring to since the
start of this video.
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Just a few practice swings was all it took and Ted was immediately launching tee
shots further than he ever thought possible and landing them with laser like
accuracy onto the fairway.
So what was this incredible training aid that delivered such vast improvements in
such little time?
Allow me to introduce you to the PowerChute.

The PowerChute is a revolutionary golf swing trainer that stimulates the fast twitch
muscle you need to unleash explosive power. A few practice swings is all it takes
and the PowerChute will PRIME your fast twitch muscles to EXPLODE when you
strike the ball from the tee. The result is you get an extra 5 mph on your swing
which translates into an extra 10, 15 or even 20 extra yards on your drive. You hit
them more accurately too.
You may be wondering who developed the PowerChute and why? Well, the
PowerChute was actually invented by me. DELETE [yself. you could call a golf
engineer].
[Sowerwine is famous in golf coaching circles for creating the ‘Slice Correction
Trainer’, which was voted Swing Trainer of the Year by Golf Digest].  DELETE
I developed it using my knowledge of strength and flexibility training and competing
in long drive championships to develop the PowerChute. I first developed it for
competitors to warm up with at long drive competitions. In fact, prior champion
Jason Zuback actually hailed the PowerChute as the secret weapon that helped
him to victory.
The PowerChute proved to be so effective that I decided to make it available to
players of all levels, so they can benefit from its unique approach to priming
explosive power.
[When I first heard about the PowerChute and that other coaches were hailing it as
one of the biggest breakthroughs in swing training, I knew I had to try it for myself.]
 DELETE
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I’ve tried all manner of training aids and gadgets to help players improve their drive.
Up until recently, nothing I’ve tried was able to work consistently. Too often they
were just gimmicks to trick you into thinking that you’re playing better.
Well, that all changed when I started helping my students train with the The
PowerChute.
Because the results I’ve seen achieved with it are something I didn't think was even
possible. All it takes is a few practice swings and many of my students immediately
added 10, 15 or even 20 yards to every drive.

It’s been proven in third party testing too.
Test results by Trackman demonstrated an average gain of 21.4 yards from an
average increase in speed of 8.4 mph. This was after only 6 swings with the
PowerChute. EVERY SINGLE participant also demonstrated significant
improvement after using it.

So how does it work?
And how does it improve accuracy as well as power?
A simple explanation is that when you take a practice swing, the resistance from
the PowerChute forces you to apply more force. It’s like priming your muscles
ready to exert themselves with more force.
All it takes is a few practice swings and it literally ‘preloads’ your muscles with
power so that when you remove the PowerChute and take a normal swing you
naturally swing much faster, with more explosive power, and can watch your ball fly
like a cruise missile 10, 15 or even 20 yards further than ever before.

A slightly more complicated explanation is that the PowerChute activates ‘fast
twitch’ muscle, which you might not have been fully utilizing before. Throughout our
bodies we have two types of muscles  slow twitch muscles and fast twitch.
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You use your slow twitch muscles for endurance, like for long distance running.
Whereas our fast twitch muscles power sudden movements and give us explosive
energy.

Golfers with explosive power to smash hail mary drives, like Bubba Watson, are
able to do so because they know how to supercharge the fast twitch muscle
throughout their body. And now you too can develop fast twitch muscle like the
game’s great long drivers, such as Bubba, Ben Hogan and Jack Nicklaus.
Normally, to get stronger fast twitch muscles you’d need to spend hours in the gym
working out. This is due to the S A I D principle, which is one of the most important
concepts in sports science. S A I D stands for Specific Adaptation to Imposed
Demand. The way it works involves a highly complex series of changes to the
body’s physiology.

But in simple terms the S A I D principle is that when you apply stress to your
body’s muscles and joints they get stronger to compensate. The S A I D principle
explains why tennis players have one arm larger than the other and why karate
black belts can smash bricks with their bare hands.

The same principle applies to developing stronger fast twitch muscles for playing
golf  the more stress you apply to your muscles, the stronger they’ll get.
So what’s the best way of applying stress to the body?
If you spoke to a physical trainer, they’d tell you that to build stronger fast twitch
muscles you need to be doing explosive exercises that put pressure on your body
in short, sharp bursts, like box jumps, bouncing medicine balls or using heavy
ropes.
But luckily for you, I’m a golf coach, not a fitness guru.
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If you’re like me, spending dreary hours in the gym is not how you want to spend
Saturday mornings when you could be on the course.
Thankfully, there’s a way to supercharge your fast twitch muscles in minutes,
without having to step foot in a gym or lift a single weight.

In fact, this is a training method you can practice on the course, on your own on
the driving range or even in your back garden.
And that’s to use the PowerChute!

Now, I know what you’re thinking. Tom I’ve heard all these wild claims about
training aids before, why is this one different.
Look, I get why you’re skeptical. After all, the golf industry spends millions on
clever advertising to convince us that buying new clubs and devices will transform
our game.
So why should you believe me?

Firstly, as a professional golf coach, I wouldn’t be recommending a product to you
unless I’d seen it proven countless times before my own eyes.

Secondly, the PowerChute has been tested and proven to be effective at
increasing explosive power by Trackman, a service used by club manufacturers,
leading golf schools and even pro players to analyze the power of swings.

Trackman is a completely independant company and their data is recorded using
the latest advanced camera and motion tracking technology. In other words, their
findings can’t be fudged or manipulated and are totally legit.
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In the tests conducted by Trackman participants were asked to drive the ball 6
times. They were then asked to take 6 practice swings with the PowerChute before
driving the ball again.

Now, even I was astounded when I saw the results, because in the test every
single participant increased their drive speed and distance. What was even more
surprising was that they increased their drive distance by an average gain of 21.4
yards from an average increase in speed of 8.4 mph.
Remember, this was after only six swings with the PowerChute. Not six months at
the gym pumping iron.
If this surprises you I can tell you that it shocked me too. I couldn’t believe
something so simple could have such a massive effect on your drive.

Now you may be wondering this all sounds too good to be true and whether the
PowerChute will harm the accuracy of your swing, like with weighted clubs?
Well, you may be amazed to hear that the PowerChute actually IMPROVES the
quality of your swing motion.

How does it do this? By gently forcing your arms to swing through the optimal
motion. The reason is because, unlike weighted clubs and other swing aids, the
resistance is spread evenly across the whole length of the shaft club.
The PowerChute is the
only
golf aid that does this due to its patented double clip
design. The consistent swing resistance also helps to prevent you from
swinging in a way that takes the club outside of the ideal range of motion.

So if you have problems hooking it when you increase your swing speed, the
PowerChute will direct your arms the way they need to swing, enabling you to
cannon the ball down the fairway and land it with the precision of a laser guided
missle exactly where you want it, every single time.
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Now you may be wondering whether it can work for you? You bet it can! Here’s
what some users of the PowerChute had to say...
Henry Young, a player in his sixties, has been using the PowerChute and he said,
“I can't believe that feeling… I like it because what I'm feeling is that my body is
starting to rotate better."
This view was shared by Dan Hearon, who said, "Your body just figures it out;
your mind doesn't have to. I don't think I've ever felt that kind of clubhead speed
before; it's a 'Cool' feeling."

Richie Bassett, an up and coming PGA player of the future, said "My tendency is
to not finish the swing, and after swinging this, (my swing) went so far around that
I almost went over backwards; I've never been in that position before, it just frees
up the whole body."

And one of the best comments is from Cindy Yablonowski, who said
"The instant gratification is such a plus with the Powerchute. I used it for just a few
minutes and immediately felt the "lag" that we all hear about. That seemed to put
me in a position to hit the ball farther and straighter with such balance. For the
first time I was able to consistently hit solid shots with my irons from the fairway. I
just swing it a few times before I go out to play so I can remember that "lag"
feeling. It's something I'll use forever just to keep my swing in check."

Now none of these people are PGA pros.
They are normal golfers, just like you.
All they did was decide to put their cynicism aside and give the PowerChute a fair
chance to live up to the science.
So now you may be wondering how much does it cost?
Now, before I tell you that, let’s quickly consider how much you’d need to spend
on the alternatives.
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Lessons with a coach will cost you between one or two hundred dollars, if not
more. But remember that a coach can only give you advice. They can’t swing the
club for you.
They also can’t prime your fasttwitch muscles with explosive power, ready to be
released and to send the ball looping into the distance and setting you up for an
easy birdie.

You could spend hundreds of dollars, if not thousands, on lessons and 
never
gain
a single yard. The PowerChute, on the hand, is PROVEN to add yards to your
game and slash points from your handicap.
Another option is to upgrade your clubs. I know you’d love the excuse to buy this
season’s new driver with trajectory control, speed holes or whatever new clever
sounding gimmick they’ve come up with.

But remember, spending $200, $500 or even $1000 on a new driver 
isn’t
going to
make 
any
difference unless your body is working in the right way.

Let’s be clear, lessons and clubs are both expensive options with 
no
guarantee of
success.
Whereas the PowerChute
is
guaranteed

to add 20 yards to your drives and for a
lot less investment.

Stop for a second and just imagine what a difference it could make to your
scorecard to be able to 
consistently
gain 20 yards on 
every
drive.

If you’re a beginner, you’ll be able to watch rapid improvements in your skills and
scorecard like never before.
If you’re an experienced golfer, you’ll be able to immediately break through
whatever glass ceiling is blocking you and take your A game to a whole new level.
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This is all possible because when you can drive hard and long you instantly gain
the upper hand on any hole. Because it can put you within lobbing distance of the
green or a solid iron away from your next birdie.
Another advantage is you can start using shorter, easier to handle clubs from
further away. This means, with your added power, you can treat 150 yarders like
chip shots and be nailing the ball with your seven iron while your opponents hack
away with their four.
In fact, such will be the improvement in your game, don’t be surprised if your golf
buddies are convinced you’re using a fake ball.
None of what I’m saying is fantasy.
Remember, the PowerChute is proven in both sports science and independent
testing. It works.

So you see when you compare it to the alternatives, the PowerChute’s
manufacturers could easily justify selling the PowerChute for around the same
price bracket because of the massive improvement it can have on your game. I'm
certain a lot of my students would be really happy to pay several hundred dollars
and save on hours of lesson time.
However, my goal when I made the PowerChute was to help ALL players to drive
harder and more accurately, and not just the rich ones. I want you to get his
PowerChute out there as the best swing training aid there is that offers the
absolute best improvements for everyone. Not just PGA pros, long drive
competitors and exchampions like Jack Nicklaus.
Because DELETE  [I have strong connections with the manufacturers of the
PowerChute, and because] I’m able to cut out the middleman department store or
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pro shop, I've been able to get a special discount price that’s a lot less than the
three hundred dollars the PowerChute should cost. In fact, I can sell it to you for
not even two hundred dollars.
Because I want to thank you for spending your valuable time watching this video
and because I know that you're still here you are clearly interested in gaining 20
yards or more on your drives and to land them with pinpoint accuracy, I’ve put
together a special, internet only, price offer for you. And it's not even one hundred
dollars either.
Today I'd like to offer you a revolutionary new PowerChute swing trainer for just
one easy payment of $97.00.
That’s right, for less than the cost of a 
single
lesson, you can gain this revolutionary
swing training device that preloads your muscles with explosive power and adds 20
yards to every drive.
And here's the best part. When people see me coaching students with the
PowerChute and see how effective it is they often ask me where they can buy one.
In fact, this includes one well known PGA player you’ll recognise from television.
Who, out of respect for their desire to keep their new training technique a secret, I
won't mention their name here. After getting one he came to me a few days later
telling me how much of an impact it had on his game.
His gain in yards was so significant he said that he’d started using it before every
round. He even asked if he could buy some more PowerChutes to share with other
players.
So, that being said, I want to offer you an even bigger discount when you stock up
and buy a few PowerChutes. When you choose to invest in a multipack, I'm going
to give you an additional sizeable discount on top of today's already reduced price.

However there is one catch. I’m only able to guarantee the PowerChute at these
prices until their current inventory runs out.
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The PowerChute has only been manufactured in limited quantities, as it was only
supposed to be a niche product for players committed to hitting the hardest drives
possible. So as stocks run low, inevitably its makers will reevaluate the big
discounts they’re able to give me.
So I encourage you to stock up on the PowerChute today for maximum savings.
That way every time you pull the PowerChute from your bag you will be pulling it
out at a discount.
I've been able to put this special internet only price offered together to earn your
business. Because I know once you try the PowerChute and see the dramatic
improvement it will have on your swing, you'll be eager to buy any other golf
training aids I discover in the future.
And to make the offer even sweeter for you, I can sell you the PowerChute
completely risk free. You are totally protected by a sixty day no questions asked
money back guarantee. If you're not absolutely thrilled by the results you
experience simply return the PowerChute within sixty days I will promptly issue you
a full refund with no questions asked and no hard feelings.
Just contact the phone number provided when you order to contact their customer
support staff. Or send them an email at the address provided. I would never make
this guarantee if I wasn't absolutely certain you're going to love the PowerChute. In
fact I stake my reputation as an award winning golf coach on it.

So click on the link below to give the PowerChute a try today. When you do you'll
be taken to a secure server which is encrypted with the latest SSL to our 228 bit
security for your total protection.
Simply enter your order information and I will rush your PowerChute to you by
express shipping. Or if you prefer to order by phone simply call the ordering
number on the next screen, and tell the customer service representative that you
are calling for Tom Celone’s PowerChute internet only price offer.
Many have asked me if they could get this offer by picking up the PowerChute at a
Pro shop or golf department store. Unfortunately as this is an internet only price
offer, you won’t find the PowerChute with such high discounts sold in a bricks and
mortar outlet due to the additional overheads they have to add to the retail price.
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So please order online or by phone.
Now as I said before, there is one little catch to this internet offer. At this moment in
time supplies of the PowerChute are limited. DELETE  [The makers have informed
me that] Due to fast rising demand, their stock of the PowerChute is limited.
Meaning there's only so many PowerChutes to go around right now.
That's exactly why I need your help spreading the word about this great swing
training aid. Because once demand takes off they’ll be able to ramp up production
and produce a big enough supply so even more players can benefit from it.
Now because you're watching this presentation, that means they most likely have
supplies still in stock. When you click on the link below. If you see the secure order
page that means you are in luck. However that may not last long as once their
current supply runs out it can take up to three months to get a new one. That's why
if you’re still undecided I urge you not to wait and take the chance on missing out.
Remember if you try the PowerChute and aren't 100% satisfied, you have the
protection of an iron clad 60 day guarantee to get your money back. Otherwise if
you miss out on this opportunity today I can virtually promise you this same offer
will not be available once word gets out.
In the meantime you may continue to struggle to gain even 5 yards on your drives,
let alone 15 or 20. In my experience of coaching, I know with one hundred percent
certainty that you will never gain yards like this so quickly with other swing aids or
spending long hours hitting balls on the driving range. Your game will never
improve you’ll never make progress on reducing your handicap without developing
explosive power.
[insert slide]
As you may know already, when you can’t drive long distances and accuracy, it
really does affect your entire game. When your driving sucks, you’re always at risk
of dropping shots immediately from going into hazards or not being within pitching
distance of the green.
And when you can’t drive like your golfing buddies, it damages your confidence
and damages your enjoyment of the entire round. Maybe you’ve got used to
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playing like this and close to given up on getting any better. But there is truly no
reason for that.
There's no reason for you to keep feeling frustrated about your game of golf. Or to
stress out over a problem that is now correctable. Thanks to this revolutionary new
swing aid, you can be on the road to getting more power, precision and satisfaction
from your drives right now. By simply clicking the button below and trying the
PowerChute today at absolutely no risk.
With the PowerChute, you can actually add 10, 15 or 20 yards to your drives with
just a few practice swings. It really is the most revolutionary swing trainer I’ve ever
seen and the best available on the market. Wouldn't it be amazing to fasttrack the
improvements in your game without the cost of lessons, new clubs or hours of
wasted time?

So you have a decision to make.
You can continue to spend hour after hour on the driving range, getting frustrated
at your lack of progress, risk injury and ruin your driving accuracy with weighted
clubs or spend thousands of dollars on lessons and new drivers, desperately
trying to get 5 or 10 extra yards on your drives, let alone 15 or 20.

Or you can take advantage of the PowerChute and see for yourself how the one
of a kind swing training device harnesses the latest advances in sports sciences,
plyometrics and resistance training to consistently add explosive power to your
drives and enables you to start shredding points from your handicap.
Being a powerful and accurate driver was a skill shared by game’s the all time
greats.
Greg Norman, Jack Nicklaus and Tiger Woods in his heyday were all able to
dominate tournaments because of the immediate advantage their drives gave
them.

And let’s be honest, stepping up and smashing balls that get serious airtime is
one of the game’s great pleasures. It always gives you a buzz of adrenaline to
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see the ball disappearing into the distance from the sheer power of your swing,
while you bask in the applause from your teammates and grudging respect from
your rivals.
Remember, all it takes is a few practice swings with the PowerChute for it to load
fasttwitch fueled explosive power into your muscles so you can tear the cover off
the ball when you drive.
Just imagine stepping up to the first tee with a newfound confidence of the power
you have in your swing. Then stepping up in front of your golf buddies and
launching a massive powershot that sets you up for an easy 9 onto the green. Just
imagine the look of shock on their faces and wonderment at how you got so much
better so fast.
That would be really something, wouldn’t it?
You'll enjoy playing golf like never before and look forward to surprising your fellow
players every time you drive off the tee, or even with your long irons on the fairway.
And as we all know when we feel good about the way we play our entire mood
improves. We become happier, more energetic and more fun to play with. And at
the end of the day isn't that what playing golf is all about?
Click the button below to get started feeling better about your all round game right
now. And prepare yourself for a whole new golfing experience the next time you
play. I am delighted to be able to share with you this amazing golf training aid. And
deeply appreciate you taking the time to watch my video.
Okay if you're still here it's probably because you have some questions.
So I want to take a moment to answer some of the most common questions I get
asked on a daily basis about the PowerChute.
What is the PowerChute exactly?
The PowerChute is a revolutionary swing trainer I developed using my knowledge
of strength and flexibility training and experience in long drive championships.
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DELETE = [by Jim Sowerwine, who’s famous in golf coaching circles for creating
the ‘Slice Correction Trainer’, which was voted Swing Trainer of the Year by Golf
Digest].
I first developed the PowerChute to help long distance drive competitors warmup. It
proved so successful and was so popular with competitors, that I decided to make
it available to all players.
How does the PowerChute work?
The PowerChute creates swing resistance that ‘primes’ your fast twitch muscles.
Then when you swing without the PowerChute, you add 8 mph or more to your
swing, which translates to an extra 10, 15 or even 20 yards on your drives.
The PowerChute also improves your accuracy by pulling your arms through the
optimum swing motion.
What are the main benefits of the PowerChute?
1. Gain 20 yards on 
every
drive in minutes  
A few practice swings is all it
takes to 
prime
your fast twitch muscles with explosive power. You then
gain up to 20 yards on 
every
drive.
2. Consistently hit further  
In tests the PowerChute increased yards for
100% of participants. It works.
3. Keep the ball in play more often
 You’ll be hitting it further and straighter
down the fairway. The only danger is hitting it 
too
far.
4. Eliminate slices and hooks
 The PowerChute’s patented design gently
pushes your arms through the perfect swing, avoiding the errors that come
from weighted training aids.
5. Results in minutes, not months 
 Instead of dreary hours in the gym, you
can prime your fast twitch muscles in minutes. A few swings is all it takes!
6. Tough courses become easier to play
 You’ll be able to turn par 5s into
birdie chances and 150 yarders into pitch shots.
7. Hear the swoosh more clearly 
 Hearing the swoosh is one of the
clearest indications you’re swinging smoothly. The PowerChute makes this
more noticeable, improving your consistency.
8. Finally break 90 
 You’ll be able to hit further with shorter clubs. just
imagine being able to use your 8 iron from 180 yards while your buddies
are missing repeatedly with their 5 iron.
9. Reduced injury risk
 Avoid the risk of muscle strain or bad back from
using weighted clubs (particularly important if you’re senior player).
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10. Save money
 Instead of sending $1,000s on clubs and lessons, you’ll be
gaining 20 yards with your existing skill level and clubs
11. Lower handicap  
You gain improvements overnight that will shred points
from your scorecard and your handicap on your next round
12. Real sense of power 
 Weighted clubs can give you the false sense of
power. With the PowerChute, the increase in mph and distance are proven
and real.
13. Impress your golf buddies 
 The improvement in your game will be so
incredible your buddies will think you’re using a fake ball.
14. Greater enjoyment of every round
 When you can drive further and
accurately, the game naturally becomes easier and more enjoyable. It
becomes a great source of pleasure in your life, rather than a frustration.
If you have any other questions feel free to send the makers of PowerChute an
email and they'll be happy to help. Otherwise, cl1ick the button below to get started
now and join the thousands of other players already enjoying a vastly improved all
round game of golf thanks to the PowerChute.
So don’t delay this to tomorrow or next week thinking you’ll do it later. Place your
order right now for the revolutionary and Trackman proven PowerChute and add
20 yards to 
every
drive and transform your game of golf overnight.
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